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ARITHMETICAL FUNCTIONS AND DISTRIBUTIVITY 
BY 

p. J. MCCARTHY 

1. The general results. In this note we shall present a result about incidence 
functions on a locally finite partially ordered set, a result which is related to 
theorems of Lambek [2] and Subbarao [6]. Our terminology and notation will be 
that of Smith [4, 5] and Rota [7]. 

Let (L, <) be a partially ordered set which is locally finite in the sense that for 
all x9yeL9 the interval [x9 y]={z \ x<z<y} is finite. Denote by A(L, <) the set 
of functions / f rom L x L into some field, which is fixed once and for all, such that 
fix, y)=0 whenever x £ y. The product^ and the convolution/* g of functions 
/ , g e A(L9 <) are defined, respectively, by 

(fg)(x, y) = / (* , y)g(x9 y) 
and 

(f*g)(x>y)= 2 f(x9z)g(z,y) 

for all x, y e L, a sum over an empty set being equal to zero. 
Our concern will be with the following question: under what conditions will a 

function/e A(L9 < ) have the property that/(g * h) =fg *fh for all g9 h e A(L9 < ) ? 
Lambek, in [2], and Subbarao, in [6], asked and answered an analogous question 
in two very special cases involving arithmetical functions. The answer to this 
question is very simple to obtain, and will be given in Theorem 1. In the next sec
tion we shall show how to specialize to arithmetical functions and obtain a result 
broad enough to include the theorems of Lambek and Subbarao. In the final 
section we shall look at still another special situation. 

THEOREM 1. Iffe A(L9 <) then f(g * h)=fg *fh for all g9he A(L9 <) if and 
only if 

(1) f(x9 y) = f(x9 z)f(z9 y) for all x < z < y. 

Proof. If (1) holds then for x< y9 

(f(g*h))(x9y)= 2 f(x9z)g(x9z)f(z9y)h(z9y) 

= (fg*fh)(x9y). 

Conversely, suppose that / ( g * h)=fg*fh for all g9heA(L9 <) . For x<y9 let 
Sxy be any function in A(L9 <) such that 

fl iîz = y Cl ifz = x 
8xy(x9 z) = \ , 8xy(z, y) = \ . 

[0 ifz # y [0 i f z ^ ^ 
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Then, if x<z<y, 

WiKz * àzy))(*> y) = /(*> y) 2 S**(*> w)S2y(w, y) 

=f(*,y) 
is equal to 

(Ac* *fôzv)(x, y) = 2 /(*> w)M*> W)/(H>, ,y)S2y(iv, >>) 

AT^U; <,y 

= / ( * , *)/(*, J>). 

Always, there exists such a function Sxy whenever x< y\ for example, set 

_ , N (1 ifu = x and i> = j 

»«<«,«» = { 0 otherwise-
However, in certain special cases we shall want to choose Sxy so that it has additional 
properties. 

For the rest of this section we shall assume that (L, <) is a locally distributive 
local lattice, i.e. every nonempty interval [x, y] is a finite distributive lattice. If 
x, y e L, then y is said to cover x if [x, y] contains exactly two elements. By a result 
of Rota [7, p. 350] the Môbius function /x of (L, <) is given by 

TO if y is not the join of elements covering x 
\(— l)n if y is the join of n elements covering x. 

In [4], Smith introduced the notion of a factorable function in A(L, <) , and in 
[5, Lemma 3] he showed that an invertible function / G A (L, <) is factorable iff 
satisfies (1) and the following condition: 

(2) f(x A y, x) = f(y, x V y) whenever x and y belong to an interval of (L, <) . 

In [5], Smith considered local lattices for which the following holds: 

(3) Every nonempty interval is a direct product of a finite number of chains. 

It follows from a general result in lattice theory [8, p. 200] that such a direct 
decomposition is unique except for trivial factors and the order of the factors. If 
(L, < ) satisfies (3), then the functions in A(L, < ) behave very much like arithmetical 
functions, and the factorable functions behave like multiplicative functions, as we 
see from the following result. 

THEOREM 2. Assume that (L, < ) satisfies (3) and that f is an invertible function 
in A(L, <) which satisfies (1) and (2). If x<y and if [x, y] is the direct product of 
chains [xi0, xiki], i== 1 , . . . , n, then 

n 

/(*> y) = n / O i o , xi*)-
i = l 
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Proof. The proof we shall give was suggested by an argument given by Lambek 
[2, p. 971]. Define S e A(L, <) by S(x9 *) = 1 for all x eL and 8(x9 y)=0 if x^y. 
Recall that, by definition, / is invertible if there exists / ' e A(L, <) such that 
f*f' = 8. This is the case if and only iff(x, x)^0 for allxeL [4, Proposition 1]: 
if, in addition,/satisfies (1), then/(x, x)= 1 for all xeL. 

Now assume that fis invertible and does satisfy (1) and (2). Define g e A(L, < ) 
as follows: if x£y then g(x, y)=0, and if x<y and [x9 y] is the direct product of 
chains [xi0, xiki], i= 1 , . . . , n9 then 

n 

g(*>y) = Ylf(xi0, xlk). 
i = l 

It is clear that g satisfies (1), and it follows from (2) that g^=//x. To show this we 
note that (gn)(x, y)=0=(ffi)(x9 y) if y is not the join of elements covering x, so 
we assume that y is the join of n elements covering x, say xl9..., xn. Then [x, y] is 
the direct product of the intervals [x, xt], i= 1 , . . . , n. If we use (1) and (2), and the 
fact that the lattice [x, y] is distributive, we obtain (fp)(x9y) = (—l)nf(x, x±)... 
f(x, xn), which is equal to (gp)(x,y). Furthermore, //x *f=8=g * gp. Therefore, 
/ = S *f=g * gp *f=g *fp *f=g * S=g-

2. Regular arithmetical convolutions. By an arithmetical convolution we mean a 
mapping C from the set N of positive integers into the set of subsets of N such that 
for each n e N, C(n) consists entirely of divisors of n. I f / a n d g are arithmetical 
functions, their C-convolution/* g is defined by 

(f*gM= 2 f(d)g(n/d). 
deC(n) 

Following Narkiewicz [3], we shall call an arithmetical convolution C regular if 

(a) the set of arithmetical functions is a commutative ring with unity with 
respect to addition, defined by (f+g)(ri)=f(ri)+g(ri) for all neN, and C-convolu
tion, 

(b) the C-convolution of multiplicative functions is multiplicative, and 
(c) the function e defined by e(n)=\ for all n e JVhas an inverse /xc with respect 

to C-convolution, and pc(n)=0 or — 1 whenever n is a prime power. 
Narkiewicz showed [3, pp. 82-85] that C is regular if and only if it satisfies the 

following conditions (which are not independent of one another) : 

(i) The statements "de C(m) and m e C(«)" and " d e C(n) and m/de C(n/d)" 
are equivalent. 

(ii) de C(n) implies n/de C(n). 
(iii) 1, n e C(ri) for all neN. 
(iv) If (m, n)= 1 then C(mn)={de \ de C(m), e e C(n)}. 
(v) For every prime power pa> 1 there is a divisor t=rc(p

a) of a, called the 
type of pa, such that C(pa)={l,pt,p2t,.. .9p

rt}9 rt=a9 and pleC{p2% 
p2t e C(p3t^ e t c # 

6—C.M.B. 
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We note that the Dirichlet convolution D, where D(ri) is the set of all positive 
divisors of n9 and the unitary convolution U9 where U(ri) is the set of all positive 
divisors d of n such that (d, n/d) = l9 are regular. 

Suppose that C is a regular arithmetical convolution. If we define a relation on 
N by m < c n if m e C(ri)9 then (iV, < c) is a locally distributive local lattice which 
satisfies (3). This follows immediately from the characterization of regular arithme
tical convolutions which is stated above. I f / i s an arithmetical function, then we 
can associate with / a function / ' e A(N, < c) defined by f'(m9 ri)=Q if m $ C{n) 
and f'{m9 w)=/(w/ra) if m e C(ri). The function/' is factorable i f / i s multiplicative. 
On the other hand, if g e A(N9 < c) and if g(m9 n) depends only on the ratio n/m 
whenever m G C(n)9 then we can associate with g an arithmetical function g' de
fined by g'{n)=g{\9 ri). Not every function in A(N9 <c) corresponds to an arith
metical function under this correspondence. However, if we can choose 8xy in 
the proof of Theorem 1 in such a way that it does correspond to an arithmetical 
function, then our next result can be proved the same way as Theorem 1, and may 
be considered rightly as a corollary to Theorems 1 and 2. If m e C(ri) define 8mn by 

(1 if r e C{s) and sjr = n/m 

\ 0 otherwise. 

THEOREM 3. Let C be a regular arithmetical convolution. Iff is an arithmetical 
function, thenf(g * h)=fg *fhfor all arithmetical functions g and h9 if and only if 
for every positive integer n=pi} . . . pfa9 where the pt are distinct primes and every 
# i> l , we have 

i = l 
where 

U = Tc{Pi{) for i = l , . . . , J k . 

Note that if the function in A(N9 <c) corresponding to /satisfies (1) and (2), 
t h e n / i s multiplicative by Theorem 2. On the other hand, if/satisfies that con
dition of Theorem 3, then / i s multiplicative. 

The special cases of Theorem 3 when C= D and when C= U are due to Lambek 
[2, Theorem 1] and to Subbarao [6, p. 986, Lemma], respectively. 

In general, the C-convolution of arithmetical functions which satisfy the con
dition of Theorem 3 does not satisfy that condition. Hence, we cannot expect 
that for such functions will we have ( /* g)(h * k) equal to fh*fk*gh* gk. The 
relation between these two expressions was obtained by Lambek in the case when 
C=D [2, Theorem 2], and by Subbarao in the case when C= U [6, Theorem 2]. 
We shall now prove a theorem which contains both of these results. 

THEOREM 4. Let C be a regular arithmetical convolution. If / , g, h, and k are 
arithmetical functions which satisfy the condition of Theorem 5, then 

fh *fk * gh* gk = ( / * g)(h * k) * w, 
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where u is a multiplicative function such that for every prime power pa>\, with 

( ^ = (f(j>al2)g(pal2)h(Pal2)k(j>al2) if ajt is even, 
UKP ] \0 if alt is odd. 

Proof. It is enough to show that the two functions are equal at every prime 
power pa> 1. Let C(pa)={l,p\ .. .,prt), rt=a. Then 

((f*g)(h*k)*u)(j>°)= 2 (f*g){h*kXpbt)u(p™) 
b + 2c = r 

= 1 1 1 Mw+c^g(iF+eyW»+e>W'+e*) 
b + 2c = r w + x = b y + z = b 

and 

(fh *fk *gh* gk)(pa) = 2 /(p (b+c)0g(^ (d+e) i)^ (b + d )0K/? ( c + e ) i) . 
b+c+d+e=r 

The equality of these sums follows from a lemma due to Lambek [2, p. 972], when 
it is applied to the integers pbpc, pdpe, pbpd, and pcpe, and the result is interpreted in 
terms of the exponents. 

3. The Lucas convolution. Let p be a prime, fixed throughout this section. For 

m,ne N'=Nu {0}, we set m<p n \îp \ I l> where ( 1=0 when m is larger than 

n in the usual ordering of the integers. Then (N'9 < p) is a locally distributive local 
lattice which satisfies (3). Iff and g are arithmetical functions, then their Lucas 
convolution/* g is defined by 

(f*g)(n)= 2 f{rn)g(n-m). 
m<.pn 

This type of convolution was discussed in [1], [4, §7], and [5, §2]. There is a corres
pondence between the arithmetical functions and those functions fe A(N', <p) 
such that/(m, n) depends only onn—m whenever m<p n. If we make use of this 
correspondence, and if we use in the proof of Theorem 1 the function Smn defined 
for m < p n by 

= n — m Jl if r<p s and s—r = n-
m n ( r ' * ) = = l0 otherwise, 

then we obtain the following result as a corollary to Theorems 1 and 2. 

THEOREM 5. Let f be an arithmetical function. Then f{g * h)=fg *fh for all 
arithmetical functions g and h, if and only if for every positive integer n = a0 + a±p 
+a2p

2-] \-akp
k, where 0<ai<p—\for /=0 ,1 , . . . , k, we have 

/(") = rWo>i). 
Note that the condition of this theorem implies that/is factorable in the sense 
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of Carlitz [1, p. 589]. On the other hand, iff is factorable in the sense of Carlitz, 

then the corresponding function in A(N'9 < p) is factorable in the sense of Smith. 

Finally, we have the following analogue of Theorem 4. 

THEOREM 6. Letf g, h, and k be arithmetical functions which satisfy the condition 

of Theorem 5. Then 

fh *fk *gh* gk = ( /* g)(h * k) * u, 

where u is a factorable function such that for all nonnegative integers t and all integers 

r with 0<r<p — l9 

, n f / ( ( ' /2) />0^^^^ if ris even 
u(rp%) = s ^ 

[0 otherwise. 

If we calculate both sides of the asserted equality at rp\ we see that this theorem 

also follows from Lambek's lemma cited above. 
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